
Diverse and Gradated Selection of Resources  
to Meet Students’ Evolving Needs
From beginner to advanced, the O’Reilly-Safari platform 
provides continuously updated multi-format content for 
all levels of student proficiency.

Exclusive O’Reilly Content
O’Reilly creates and curates content from our exclusive 
network of leaders and innovators to give students a 
definitive advantage in understanding today’s complex 
technology and business environments.

A State-of-the-Art Platform
The Safari platform provides the user experience and 
content educators and students demand.

New Features for Students
• No turnaways! Unlimited user access for all  

undergraduate and graduate students
• User name and password authentication  

for each student
• Complete access to the Academic Catalog  

of learning resources 
• An intuitive reading experience
• Mobile App for offline and online viewing
• Personalization and content recommendations
• History dashboard, shareable bookmarks, notes,  

highlights, and more

Useful Tools for Libraries
• Easier access to usage analytics 
• Free MARC records
• Single sign-on capabilities
• Easy systems integration
• Full user support

Provide students with the same resources  
used by more than 1.8 million users at over 4,000  
businesses and government institutions worldwide

Give Your Students a Competitive Advantage
O’Reilly-Safari is a comprehensive repository of business and technology  
resources that help prepare students for today’s technology-dependent  
workforce. And it enables library collections to offer up-to-date, relevant  
materials for rapidly evolving areas of study.

• NEW! Unlimited user and unlimited content access model

• NEW! Exclusive O’Reilly-produced content from world-renowned innovators  
and corporate leaders

• NEW! Modern interface with mobile access, downloading, and personalization

• Content from more than 250 of the world’s best publishers

• Content to match emerging career trends like Big Data,  
Artificial Intelligence, and Gaming

• Multi-format delivery from a single platform

• Administration dashboards to improve library data and usage awareness

For a FREE 30-day trial or more information: 
go.proquest.com/Safari_2017
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Exclusive case studies 
from leading organizations

Exclusive content from
the world’s foremost innovators

D.J. Patil
Former U.S Chief  
Data Scientist

Jeff Immelt
Former  
Chairman & CEO
General Electric

Clayton Christenson
Harvard 
Business School

Eric Ries
Entrepreneur  
Lean Startup Evangelist

Exclusive O’Reilly Conference content
Insights for the future—Training for today

Books

Videos

Case Studies

Learning Paths

Interactive Tutorials

Early Release Access


